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First, the bulldozers came and
started tearing out everything that was in
the way. Everything . Incredously, we
watched as what used to be the fountain,
and then became "the Hump" was
reduced to nothing more than a memory.
Now in this "barren wasteland" that had
been created, some things have started
happening. Not much difference from one
day to the next, it's true, but gradually a
new library is emerging. It kind of makes
you thop and stink (sic!).
Webster's New World Dictionary
gives this definition for "contruct": "To
build by fitting parts or elements together
systematically." This defintion certainly
applies to what God does in our lives.
All of us are under construction in
one way or another. For some of us, a firm
foundation is being laid, on which the rest
of our lives will be built. Some of us are
already letting the building contract to the
lowest bidder. (Jesus Christ is free!) And
others of us are trying to build our own
houses. We haven't let the Lord fire up
our lives. The house made this way is not
put together systematically. This kind of
house is programmed to self-destruct in
an earth tremor, a flood, or a slight breeze.
Many of us have seen our houses
collapse this way, and after we've let the
Lord pick up the pieces, we can say, "Isn't
it amazing what God can do with scrap
lumber?" I^B*
This is where we're at at George Fox
College this year. Being a Christian
college doesn't automatically make all of
us mature or even immature Christians,
but that is our goal. We believe that
everyone here is here for a reason , and
that everyone here is indeed . . . .UNDER
CONSTRUCTION.
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UNDER CONSTRUCTION
GEORGE FOX COLLEGE
414 N. MERIDIAN ST.
NEWBERG, OREGON
97132
(503)538-8383
TOTAL STUDENT'S 705
FEMALE 378
MALE 327
TOTAL FACULTY AND STAFF: 150
A grant of $1.35 Million
from the M.J. Murdock
Charitable Trust to
George Fox College will
establish the M.J.
Murdock Learning
Resource Center. The
grant, the second
largest ever received
by the 96-year-old
College, will help
George Fox double the
size of its current
library, constructed in
1962. The current
17,000-square-foot
facility will be
expanded to 35,000
square feet with new
construction to the north
and west of the present
three-level building. The
new Murdock Center
will retain the
Shambaugh Library
name for library
holdings. The
expansion will include
additional space for
instructional media
services, computer
services, archives,
expanded reading area,
and space for and
increase from the
existing 60,000 volumes
to a potention 150,000
volumes.
« FINISHED
CONSTRUCTION Mm-
^
After two years of dry silence, the SUB pit fountain
resumes its bubbling and gurgling again, but this
time the decor is distinctly constrasting.
Rocks transported from Three Sisters, Oregon were
used in the new fountain. A variety of ferns and fauna
were also installed to add authenticity., "I call (the fou-
tain) a Three Sisters Fountainscape," said Clyde
Thomas, co-designer and constructor of the fountain.
Also involved in the designing and construction was
sophomore, Ever Camua. Camua did the actual de-
signing of the fountain on paper after sharing ideas
with Thomas.
The fountain is a gift from the graduation Class of
1987. The original fountain, a gift from the Class
of 1958, was called the fish and lily pad pond, said
Thomas. At the time the Student Union Building did
not enclose the fountain. Future plans for the foun-
tain include painting a mural of the Three Sisters
Landscape along the wall facing the fountain.
THANKS CLASS OF 1987!!!!!!!
At beginning of each school
year there is something
that seems to bring the sch-
ool back to life .........
FRESHMEN!
They bring new enthusiasm
and old fears.
The freshmen class of this
year was one of the biggest in
a while and were welcomed
with open arms. There was
a total of around 250, com-
pared to last year 200 . . .
well? The freshmen seem-
ed to invade the campus with
new style and eagerness to
"Experience Excellence."
Few realize that each new
class builds something
more on the cornerstone of
George Fox College. This
years class of 1991 is the
Centennial class. What a
way to begin (HI
Barbie McCuen, Fresh-
man. "Orientation is
necessary for freshmen;
however, I survived
just fine without it.
On my second night
here I broke my arm
and had to go home,
missing part of Orient-
ation."
Aaron Howard, Fresh-
man. Not available for
comment.
Andrea Dorr, Fresh-
man. "I love the school!
I was impressed that
everyone was so eager
to help carry in my box-
es of junk!"
There were a variety of attitudes among
this year's seniors about college and
college life. Most were really excited
about this year, but felt it was also their
busiest.
There were different types of pressures
for the class of '88. Some felt like they
just wanted to get it over with, while
others wanted it to go on longer. They
are worried about having to go out and
get a real job, going on to graduate
school, coming back for another year and
basically, having to start another section
of their lives. Most are excited about the
change from college life to the real world.
This was the year that people
appreciated their friends the most,
because these friendships
SENIORS
are the ones that will last even beyond
college. It's harder to make friends at a
job than it is at George Fox, where
people are open and accepting of new
faces and friends.
The seniors said that this year's
atmosphere was different, probably due
to the amount of freshmen and transfer
students. There was more of a spiritual
concern for other people, which was
different from years past. There was an
atmosphere geared towards God and
godly things.
This was the year they will remember the
most, being the last and the best.
Deanna M. Aarhus Andrea M. Adams Brenda M. Bains
Elementary Ed. Business/Econ. Internation Studies
Michael P. Colburn Brenda K. Creel Lisa J. Damon
Phy. Fitness Mgmt. Music Teaching Chr. Ministries
Nancy E. Baugh
International Studies
D. Kay Bruch
Elementary Ed.
Shu-Guo Diao
Business/Econ.
Paul L. Beck
Lang. Arts. Teach.
Allen J. Camidge
Music Teaching
Jeffrey M. Bell
Computer Science
Stephanie A. Celley
Psychology
Christopher S. Divine
Telecommunications
Timothy D. Eastman
Communication Arts
Julie-Anne Edmundson
Elementary Ed.
Debbeelynn Forsman
Chr. Ministries
Lisa M. Egger
Business/Econ.
Amy A. Fowler
Interdis.
William J. Engelhorn
Telecommunications
Rebecca E. Frantz
Elementary Ed.
David C. Gilmore
Music
Karen K. Gran
Elementary Ed.
Curtis Hadley
Telecommunications
Shelly L. Eyman
Phy. Fitness Mgmt.
Julia J. Fields
Psychology
Jean E. Flanagan
Communication Arts
Julia A. Hass
Writing/Lit.
Tamera J. Hill
Gerontology
Laine R. Holdahl
Telecommunications
Gerardo Ibarra
Psychology
James D. Kundert
PE Teaching
Elaine C. Marshburn
Athl. Training
Keri J. Jacobson
Soc. Studies Tch.
Jodi M. Lander
Elementary Ed.
Ken P. Marshburn
Telecommunications
Benjamin L. Jeffery
Writing/Lit.
Elisabeth K. Macy-Little
Elementary Ed.
Andrea K. Marthaller
Phy. Fitness Mgmt.
Colleen E. Jeffery
Writing/Lit.
Janet A. Jordan
Elementary Ed.
Cherly L. Kester
Elementary Ed.
Gregory C. Loyd
Biology
Ron A. Lyons
Music
Phillip A. Marchant
Chr. Ministries
\
John J. Marti notti
Telecommunications
Robyn K. Matheson
Home Economics
Twila M. Mcintosh
Elementary Ed.
Shari L. McKee
Elementary Ed.
Dave V. Nolta
Soc/Social Work
Clifford D. Samodurov
Business/Econ.
Christine L. McLucas
Psychology
Catherine M. O'Neil
Business/Econ.
Marcella J. Sanders
Elementary Ed.
Jennifer A. Michael
Chr. Ministries
Timothy Oppenlander
Computer Science
Coreen J. Schmeltzer
Math Teaching
8
Leann P. Miller
Chr. Ministries
Daryl R. Moore
Business/Econ.
David J. Mueller
Business/Econ.
Stephanie L. Peters
Writing/Lit.
Michael D. Ralls
Lang. Arts Teach.
Joseph W. Rourke
Computer Science
Christine G. Schuck
Business/Econ.
Robyn J. Simpson
Soc./Social Work
Tina M. Sparks
Elementary Ed.
Leon J. Strait
Computer Science
Darin D. Sturdevant
Telecommunications
Randy A. Swigart
Mathematics
Robert E. Tuning
Chr. Ministries
J
Susan I. VanLiew
PE Teaching
R. Scott Waite
Biology
Juli M. Weitzel
Soc/Social Work
10
David G. Whitney
Business/Econ
Lavonna J. Zeller
Music Teaching
PICTURES NOT SHOWN:
Greg P. Allen
Katrina K. Baker
Julie-Ann Beach
Pamela H. Bennett
Scot A. Bolsinger
Karen A. Carlson
Rebecca J. Cate
Ann E. Chase
Julie A. Codiga
Ann L Randall
Candis K. Edmonds
Marianne Funderhide
Kellie M. Hooper
A. Wayne Hurty
Sarah L Hurty
Lana L. Kirkland
Shelley L. Knudsen
Eric J. Lautenbach
Toby W. Long
Paul R. Maddox
Matthew E. Nosack
Micheal L Pilcher
Lynda M. Randall
Kerry C. Slattery
Daniel J. St. Antoine
Laurel A. Stanton
Frederick P. Tillman
Laura J. Tillman
Jeffery L. Towers
Steven L. Wendell
Daniel E. White
Would you bring these guys
home to meet YOUR mom?
Darin Sturdevant and John Martinotti
serious for the first time in four years.
Seniors, the construction is Isaiah 58M2 Your people will
underway and the buildings are rebuild the ancient ruins and will
beginning to berecognized. men raise up the age-old foundations;
and women
completion
themselues.
striuing for you will be called Repairer of
. in God and Broken Walls, Restorer of Steets
with Dwellings.
Edu tion
Beth LaForce is
the new "Prof.
M
on the
block.
IThess.5:11
Therefore encourage one another
and build each other up, just as in
fact you are doing.
Division Chair-
person Pat Landis smiles
for the camera.
14
Patty Findley, div-
ision secretary, works
for the department.
Division 1 had three full-time professors
and two part-time professors. Dennis Hagen;
Pat Landis, the division chairperson; and Beth
LaForce, newly arrived at GFC, constituted the
full-time work force. Gary Bertrand and Susan
Vecha served as part-time faculty, along with
many teachers from schools in the Newberg
area, who taught one or two classes each.
" We can change the world,'
Landis said. And if not the world, then at least
the library. The Teacher Standards and
Practices Commission disapproved of the state
of Shambaugh Library. It didn't have enough
books, or the right books, for effective teacher
training. But the expanded library, with its new
Murdock Learning Resource Center is much
more usable, and meets the needs of education
majors. Landis said she feels
the implied promise of George Fox gives to
entering teacher education majors is that "we
can educate you and help you become a good
teacher." Landis feels that "optimism is
essential," an attitude that probably comes in
handy when contemplating one of the biggest
dreams on the drawing board, a five-year course
of education that lets hopeful teacher ed. majors
get both a master's degree and a bachelor's
without having to go on to graduate school.
State schools plan on
implementing a similar program either the next
year or the year after.
Drl. Orknet fools around
after class.
Not Shown
114-Julie Wolfe
Dana Hutcheson
115-Randi Robinson
Julie Eberhard
116-Joanna Henley
Michelle Hopper
117-Pam Steiner
Marian Wines
1 1 8-Shelley Tapia
Kari Ketterling
Not Shown
122-Margaret DeLong
Janet Hinds
119-Kristin Varadi-RA
123-Carrie-Ann Johnson
Donna Davis
120-Anne Maynard
Sarah Warrington
124-Dawn Points
Sally Littlefield
121
-Jennifer Fyock
Tammy Jongsma
125-Dixie Huff
Rie Furuya
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PENNINGTON
ONE
WOMEN
126Julia Hass
101-Daron McVay 102-Clark Baty
Chris Kilpatrick
103-Tim Jacobson
Dale Ruckman
105-Chris Baugh
Aaron Howard
106-David Mamani 107-Bryan Walden
Steven Riley
3^
Not Shown
I m
109-Richard Swingle
Ken Redford
110-John Hurty
Paul Rogers
111-Kirk Mylander
Corey Beals
104-Ever Camua
Eric Hlad
108-Nathan Grandle-RA
David Rieben
3 ^
^ Not Shown
112-Joel Schmeltzer
Don Hodgdon
PENNINGTON
ONE
MEN
113-Ken Canfield
Jeff Todd
102-Trudy Kitt & Nancy Perisho
£D U> A & ft S
1 NO&TH
W 0 n £ N
EDWARDS
1 SOUTH
MEN
109-Lori Honeywell , Susan Barnett, Debbie Hovde, Nicole Miller Charlene DobSOn
Dawne Bourasa
The Wild Sutton One Women
121-
Elaine Haworth-RA
Kelly Stringer
Sheri Spisak
Not Shown:126-
Susan Davis
Karina Raab
Tiffany Thompson
Kristine Meinecke.
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NOT PICTURED
101-Tarik Jatoi
1 02-Kyle Earney
David Holmes
103-Hiroshi Momota
Koyo Takitani
1 04-Francisco Bennetti
1 05-Jonathan Wilson
Derek Wildermuth
106-JohnTilzey
John Stockwell
1 1 0-Angel Soldevila
Miguel Riveria
1 1 1 -Takayuki Iwase
115-Study Room
1 1 6-Shown in
room 1 07
117-Bart Klett
Jeremy Miller
107-Johnie Workman
J.D. Kiggins
108-Michael Dunbar
Todd Weber
1 09-Drake Toombs-RA
macY a yjomisi w^cy i yjosnin
1 1 2-Amy Helsabeck
Melanie Johnson
1 1 1 -Lisa Steppe
Jessica Thompson
1 1 0-Dixie Cochran
109-Anieca Bresko
guest: Dana
108-Amy Hacker
Sheri LaFleur
107-Angie Milholland
Mitze Read
106-Tami Haley 105- Kelly McRenyolds
Jennica Hein
1 04-Barbi McCuen
Karen Schuck
103-TinaHidy
Polly Meyer
102-Dana Hutcheson
guest: Kelly
101
-Michelle Rayner
Yoshiko Okamoto
22

MUSIC
&
FINE ARTS
Would you believe this is Bob Lauinger,
the Professor?
Division 2 is made up of five
full-time professors and 10
professors who came in part-time to
handle vocal and instrumental
lessons. Bob Lauinger, Chris
Lauinger, Dennis Hagen, Pete
Snow, and John Bowman, the
department head comprise the full
time teaching staff.
The changes in the fine arts
department this year included one
less music theatre production, one
less musical touring group, and a
smaller department altogether.
One music student, Nicole Miller,
attributed the reduced size of the
department to the absence of New
Vision. "Not as many people are
involved," she said. "New Vision
gave a chance for a variety of
people to be involved." Two
new faculty members gave recitals
this fall. Ken Willson, piano teacher,
played a sonata from Beethoven
along with pieces from four other
composers on October 8th. Carole
Stewart, voice teacher, gave her
recital November 5th.
Prof. John Bowman.Tim Oppenlander,
Lavonna Zeller and Marci Dorin belt
out "Take Me Out To The Ball Park" at
the 1st Annual Music Comedy Night.
Froggy and Betty, otherwise known as
Toby Sugden and Carrie Stephens, are
examining collector spoons in the
Foreigner; this falls semesters Drama
production.
25

Pete Snow working hard and catching up
on some reading.
John Bowman gets on with business,
despite delays.
I
n
T
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21 4-Patricia Lakin 21 5-Holly Lonstroth 21 6-Lisa Bouder 21 7-Estella Morgan
Tina Patterson Jennifer Trout Tresa Peterson Elaine Payne
PENNINGTON
TWO
WOMEN
226-Kathryn Coleman
201 -Mutaz Shawa 202-Jay Hadley 203-Travis Johnson 204-Rich O'Neil-RA
Barry Lundy Freddie Muniz
209-Jon Umfleet 21 0-Michael Brumfield 21 1 -Chad Moore 21 2-Nathan Miller
Tim Coats John Schrunk Bob Griffin
PENNINGTON
TWO
MEN
213-Shaun Bridge
EDWARDS
m ^ 21 0-Jeanne Smith
THREE
SOUTH
212-James Lyda
Jon Brown
Not Shown
214-Erik Edmundson
Scott Curtis
217-Eric Richey
Jay Hale
218-Kevin Lucke
213-Wess Hoffman
Scott Merser
216-Kenny Scott
Tod Ragsdale
21 9-Steve Fawver
Brad Clark
EDWARDS
TWO
NORTH
220-Allen Stanley
31
201-Jayne Rupke
Deena Nicklson
202-Tracy Brenna
Jeanne Smith
203-Katie Wagner
Melissa McDermott
204-Sherly Phillips
Tara Lee Diephuis
3
c=^ Not Shown
3
205-Janelle Shryder
Jennifer Faith
206-Cathie Lebold-RA
Shelly Morford
207-Debra Luther
Jeanne Bowers
208-Lori Morrison
Loree Hawken
r
Z5i Not Shown [ —
209-Krista Scudder
Ursulla Althaus
21 0-Tian Weber
Cori Fisher
21 1 -Kerry Grant
Melinda Warren
212-Leea Savidan
Carrie Stephens
SUTTON 2
202-Craig Burgess, Scott Rader 203-Tim White
Jeff Spurgeon, Mark Malott Craig Simcox
214-Jeff Lincoln, Andy Hyatt,
David McKinney 21 9-John Fowler, Mark Arnett
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Dr. Engell is busy with relaxing.
There were four new professors this year
and one part-time professor.
Bruce Carrick, Sandra Lindsey, Jeff
Lukehart, Phil Nash, and John Cochran
were the new professors.
Milford Schroeder returned to George
Fox's theatre department this year after
a four year absence.
The major change this year was the
renovation of Wood-Mar auditorium.
Over two truckloads of old flats,
costumes, and props were hauled out in
early October.
As the first step in an ongoing renovation
project, Nash and Schroeder junked the
old chairs, fixed the leaks in Wood-Mar's
roof, and repaired the ceiling.
Nash said he hoped to create an
"Atmosphere of excellence for students
and faculty."
"I'm a dreamer," Schroeder said.
Some of his dreams for the threatre
included building a model of each stage
set used for a performance and having a
fully equipped shop to build sets with.
Part of that dream has already come
true. The set shop, previously a
backstage area in Wood-Mar Auditorium
is now in a building known as the Little
Red Schoolhouse located beside the
entrance to Ross Center's parking lot.
Schroeder said he is thankful that he got
what he got in the way of money and
support this year.
Other changes in the theatre this year
included new curtains, partitions in the
balcony so that costumes and props
could be stored there, and new power
tools.
[FACPOT
[FDDOILW
FRCULTY
Warren Koch waits for some-
thing, anything.
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302-Marcia Hallmark
Michelle Sewell
301-Lori Davis
Marta Shields
305-Laurie Heinze
Chris Armstrong
304-Michelle Sumey
Jennifer Barnhart
307-Michelle Lantz-RA
Shana Lonstroth
308-Marci Dorin
Erin Heasley
303-Becky Holman
Michelle Downing
306-Keiko Inukai
Vergi Feuwell
309-Deanna Stahlnecker
Kirsten Benson
EDWARDS
THREE
NORTH
310-Sophia Hasselblad
Not Shown h-^
SOUTH
301-Aiyson Ayers
Kelly Frantz
f • i
'
302-Kristie Kiggins
Patricia Lanting
303-Cherrynn Kast-RA 304-Laura Inman
Patricia Fandhauser
305-Lori Graham
Kim Wigley
306-Daralyn White
Missy Eubanks
307-Kristin Gates
Tricia Gates
308-Shannon Lindsay
Danielle Wilson
309-Kari Hendrickson
Kristi Stanbro
310-Serene Nelson
Dawn Morris
311-Kristen Jarvill
Dianne Peters
312-Michelle Sackman
Michelle Randoll
M A C Y 3
i
SUTTON 3
314-Craig Walker, Lance Martin, 31 9-Brian Goff, Jim Williams,
Chris Devilleneuvex, Mitch Pioch Paul Diefenbaugh-RA

RVictory is in the air.
Team spirit is abundant.
GFC Bruins triumph again.
For yet another year, the dedicated
giants of the soccer field sacrifiiced their
Thanksgiving to play at Nationals.
The stand-out player of the year was
freshman Dan LaVeine. By mia-term, he
had already broken the school record for
most goals, which was set at fifteen last
year by Darwin Wheeler.
"He's a scoring machine," said one fan of
the game.
Other firsts for the team included beating
both Oregon State and Northwest
Nazarene, something they had never
been able to do before.
One soccer player, Tim Hyatt, said he felt
their best game of the year was against
Evergreen, a school which was ranked
22 in the nation for NAIA schools. Fox
won, 3-1
.
"A good season was due," Hyatt said.
He attributed this year's better playing tc
the recruiting done last year.
"What do you think of the team?"
"Awesome.Taul Lee replied.
Jorge Varque and Gary Adams show what
it takes to have a top notch team.
GAME H-V
Evergreen State College 3-1
Pacific University 0-4
Western Baptist College 8-0
Warner Pacific College 0-4
Concordia College 4-0
Linfield College 4-0
Western Baptist College 6-1
Willamette University 0-0
Lewis&Clark College 4-0
Northwest College 6-1
Columbia Christian Col. 6-1
Nothwest Nazarene Col. 2-1
College of Idaho 1-2
NCCAA Dist. Playoffs
Western Baptist 4-0
NCCAA Dist. Playoffs
Concordia 2-0
43
Andy Laveine
up against 4 Con-
cordia players for
a win of 2-0.
Graig Walker goes
head-on into battle
with a Western Bap-
tist player for an 8-0
win.
Coach-Tim Tsohantaridis
5-Fred Thomas
14-Daryl Moore
7-Andy LaViene
18-Lance Horton
10-Dan LaViene
16-Paul Diefenbaugh
1 1 -Bryce Martin
17-Tim Hyatt
Goalee-Jason Koop
3-Raymond Williams
6-Jim Steele
12-Evan Mackie
13-Jorge Vargas
9-Paul Lee
15-Doug Riley
2-John Schrunk
The diehard GFC
Fans cheer the
Bruins onto yet
another victory.
Craig Walker takes
the lead over a
Western Baptist
player.
Jorge Vargas, Gary
Adams, and Jim
Steele go after the
ball in a game ag-
ainst Western Bap-
tist with an ending
score of 8-0 on 10-7.
1Queen Amy Fowler and King
Greg Lloyd.
Kristen and Shawn
,
Junior Couple.
Gifts to the "Royal" couples.
46
Isaiah 40:29-31
He gives strength to
the weary, and to him
who lacks might He increases
power.
Though youths grow
weary and tired, and
vigorous young men
stumble badly.
Yet those who wait for the
Lord will gain new strength:
They will mount up with
wings like eagles.
They will run and not
get tired, they will walk
and not become weary.
yJ*
Willamette Invitational, Oct. 3, GFC
mem came in 13th and women, 17th.
Their on their way to the top.
Linn-Benton Invitational
Clackamas Community
Willamette Invitational
Mt. Hood Community
Willamette & Portland St.
Western Wash. Invitational
Eastern Oregon State
NAIA Dist. 2 Champsionships
NAIA National Championships
The cross country team sent two
people to Nationals this year. The
pair were Kristin Potts and Aaron
Howard, both freshmen.
This was Coach Wes Cook's first
year at Fox, but in the words of one
runner, Tim Conley, things were
already "a whole lot better than last
year."
A whole lot better included winning
over 60 percent of the cross
country meets and being able to
make Nationals.
Cross country, which depends
entirely on teamwork for its scoring,
has less stand-out players than
other sports. Instead, a whole team
shines.
The top five women this year were:
Kristin Potts, Melanie Springer,
Kristin Lesperance, Michelle Lang
and Dianne Petersen.
The top five men were: Aaron
Howard, Vanni Tilzey, Larry Mock,
Pat Hall and Rich Swingle.
VOLLEYBALL
NCCAA CHAMPS
Danielle Wilson slams
it for a win, to help
take G.F.C. to the
Nationals, while Kim
Meche stands guard.
Team Spirit ....
another crucial part
of a team.
GFC VB CHAMPS
The high point of the year for the
volleyball team was their trip to Nationals
in Indianapolis, Indiana. They got to go
after beating Concordia in the NCCAA
district tournament.
The volleyball team took first at Nationals
this year. Katie Lange made the National
All-Tournament Team, while Steve
Grant, who also coached the 1984
national champions, was named NCCAA
Coach of the Year.
The major struggle for the team this year
wasn't one of talent, but rather one ol
money. They held a faculty vs. tearr
match November 4 to raise money for
their trip. They trounced the faculty.
Back Row:
Coach Steve Grant
5-Kari Ketterling
7-Danielle Wilson
1 1 -Stacie Chandler
3-Ann Marie Frisch
8-Diane Wright
12-Becky Cate
Front Row:
10-Kristen Diefenbaugh
2-Lisa Steppe
4-Kim Meche
9-Andrea Marthaller
13-Katie Lange
Teamwork, as shown here by
Kim Meche and Katie Lange, is
what brought the team to be
national winners.
The hours of hard word and
practice, national winners
and a new banner.

#Division
4
nmmai scisnce
Dr. Hannum busy teaching, as usual. Paul Champerlin is "hacking" away at his computer.
Dr. Orkney "smiles" for the camera.
Division IV, the division of natural
science, is headed by Paul
Chamberlain. There are eight full-time
professors as well as three working
part-time.
The newest addition to the
department is a three-year engineering
major, offered in conjunction with
Portland State University. Students
majoring in engineering will take their
basic core courses at Fox, then go on to
a two-year program of specialization at
PSU.
"Behold, I saw a vision," Ken
Canfield said of his switch from a major
in Christian ministries to engineering.
"The Christian aspect is the most
important. Learning a marketable skill is
God's tool."
Dr. Voth spent fall semester on
sabbatical to do research at Oregon
Health Sciences University.
"I'm most impressed with the
success of our graduates," Chamberlain
said. "They have the ability to compete
with the graduates of big universities...
feel good about the education they're
receiving here."
The college is looking for a
replacement in the area of
education/math for Mary Green, who is
retiring.
Home economics received new
sewing machines this year.
Hank Helsabeck takes time for a L'Ami picture.
WEESNER
308-1
Paul Brown
Chuck Clarkson
Scott Morgan
308-2
David Harris U-yj
John Roppel
308-4
Cherly Funk
Becky Cate
Kristen Diefenbaugh
310-1
Shiela Bradley
Julia Fields
310-2
Keith Karr
Matt Strieby
Tim Oppenlander
310-3
Lynette Biegler-RA
Amy Fowler
Brenda Bains
310-4
Paul Lee
Don Wanek
Tim Hyatt
APARTMENTS
312-1
Laurel Stanton
Chris McLucas
312-2
Wes Thomas
Dave Unis
Dan White
312-3
Janet Jordan
Brenda Creel
Shelly Eyman
312-4
Teresa Coolidge
Jennifer Michael
Christie Silliman
Blessed is the man who walks
not in the counsel of the
ungodly, nor stands in the
path of sinners, nor sits in the
seat of the scornful;
2 But his delight is in the law
of the Lord, and in His law he
meditates day and night.
3 He shall be like a tree
planted by the rivers of water,
that brings forth its fruit in its
season, whose leaf also shall
not wither; and whatever he
does shall prosper.
4 The ungodly are not so, but
are like the chaff which the
wind drives away.
5 Therefore the ungodly shall
not stand in the judgement,
not sinners in the
congregation of the rigtheous.
6 For the Lord knows the way
of the righteous, but the way of
the ungodly shall perish.
Shari McKee
Becky Frantz
Ann Crandall
Stephanie Celley
Juli Weitzel
Karen Gran
Kay Bruch
Cheryl Kester
Cindy Larson
Katrina Baker
Lisa Egger

3&ttieion
One of the writers of
Eerdmans' infamous handbook
came to teach at Fox. Gerald Wilson,
new to the division of religion as
well as Fox, taught at the University
of Georgia for seven years as well
as writing and pastoring in the
Berkeley area.
Other changes in Division V,
headed by Arthur Roberts, included
more interest by students in
missions work and the possible
hiring of a New Testament
Professor.
Roberts was made
Professor-at-Large this year, which
reduced his teaching load and
allowed him more time for lectures
and writing.
Ron Stansell attended
Guatemala '87 as a leader in the fall,
delivering an address there. He is
close to finishing his doctoral work
in missiology.
Gary Fawver was elected
President of the International
Christian Camping Association. The
division is looking forward to greater
use of Tilikum as well as training
people in Christian camping.
New recruit, Gerald Wilson, adds new life
to the department.
Ron Stansell laughs with his class.
Julie Hobbs working hard or hardly working?
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If you were building a house, the
Associated Student Community of
George Fox College (ASCGFC) would
be the foundation.
Without this group, we would
have no way of bonding together as a
body of students. Each ASCGFC
member heads up a committee or is
responsible for a club. These clubs and
committees are for the students. The
AFCGFC members really care how the
students, the building materials for the
house, feel and they want as much input
as possible.
The officers for this year
included: Kristin Diefenbaugh, President
Steve Benson, Vice-President; Don
Wanek, Supreme Court chief justice; Kim
Meche, Treasurer; Becky Frantz,
Secretary; Dave Nolta, Student Union
Business Director; Brad Clark, Christian
Service Director; Kristen Price, Student
Academic Director; David Gilmore and
Chuck Clarkson, Student Chaplains and
Co-directors of the Christian Emphasis
Committee; Cheryl Funk, Cultural Events
Director; Tammy Hill, Campus Affairs
Director; Tracy Furman, Publicity
Director; Lisa Damon and Lisa Egger,
Activities Co-Directors; and Carrie
Brown, Comunications Director.
Brown's job involved working with
the Crescent, the L'Ami and KFOX. She
represented them at Student
Government meetings.
Brown commented on how KFOX
achieved such instant popularity this
year, by interviewing new students
during Freshmen Orientation and not
only getting them acquainted with the
radio station, but also giving them an
idea of what some of their fellow students
were like. This is just one example ol
how the ASCGFC worked for us.
Their emphasis this year was
"Servanthood and Encouragement."
CTOGl^ OHe <& TWO
101:
Melanie Springer
Diane Wright
Katie Lange
Nicki Nessman
102:
Denise Fox
Angie roden
103:
Stacie Chandler
Gina Bridges
104:
Kim Nolen
Andrea Adams
Heather McConnell
201:
Nickie Olson
Robyn Simpson
202:
Andrea Ruben
Valerie Whitaker
Suzanne Burnett (Cons. Visitor)
203:
Lori Willemann-RA
Jennifer Cooke
Julie Isaac
NOT SHOWN : 7. Dan Newman, Jeff Richards.
3. Jef Bell, Laine Holdahl, Scott Waite, Bryan Ferguson.
APARTMENTS
NOT SHOWN: 16. Julie Ann Edmundson, Tracy
Furman, Debbeelynn Forsman.

Jim Foster, the new
chairman of Division
VI, said that the pranks
vary and the freshmen
get better, but the stu-
dent body stays the
same. His Division,
which covers the soc-
cial sciences, has nine
professors in it.
"It stretched the imag-
ination," one fresh-
man said of Foster's
legendary psychology
tests. Another freshman
said the page started going
blurry on him, but the it
might just have been the
flu.
Changes in curriculm this
year included more acc-
ounting and psychology
graduate school train-
ing. Socialogy and soc-
ial services wee com-
bined and international
studies were increased.
Mark Weinert said that
his goal for teaching is to
give students an "appre-
ciation for the value of
history". His personal
goal is "to be the best tea-
cher I can be."
Prof. Streiby shows us another side o1
himself ROD STREIBY :FRIEND!
Dr. Foster, Divsion chairperson does a
"Vanna" in front of his books.
Mark McMinn gives us his
serious look.
Typing away at the computer
is a dirty job, but Mr. Longstroth
can do it.


COMMUTERS


Felicity McCartney speaks to a group of
HRM students about her life experiences.
HRM students finally find something to laugh
about in their extended studies.
Division 7, headed by Marge
Weesner, is best known for its Human
Resource Management major.
The Division of Continuing
Studies graduated its first class this
year.
The HRM program is a
15-month course, staffed by GFC
faculty, designed to enable people to
complete college who have previously
attended for at least two years.
Students in the program must be
at least 25 years of age and occupied
with the business of raising a family
and making a living in the working
world.
According to George Myers, the
first student accepted to the program,
"Human Resource Management students
feel like a part of the GFC Alumni ozone
layer."
He said that, while HRM students
enjoy the same benefits as regular
full-time students, they are not an
active part of the community.
One hundred and seventeen
students participated in the program
this year at a tuition cost of $6,900
each.
SKI CLUB
The Ski Club was created
accidentally by a bunch of people
who discovered they could not only
benefit from special rates, but
also have someone else to signal
for the ski patrol after a run down
Heather Canyon.
The requirements of the Ski
Club are liking snow, skiing, and
fun. Any person not meeting these
requirements is respectfully
requested to find another club.
Membership is difficult to keep
track of, because there isn't a roll.
Skiers come to events that fit into
their schedule and budget.
The reasons for the Ski
Club, besides these, are to provide
new ski bunnies and allow George
Fox to participate in special events
coordinated by Mount Hood
Meadows and others.
The Ski Club participated in
the Mount Hood Meadows Ski Bowl.
Officers of the Ski Club
were: Brian Goff, president; and
Paul Diefenbaugh, vice-president.
EDUCATION
CLUB
The Education Club was
formed by a group of education
majors who wanted to plan and
conduct programs to inform
interested students about the
major. The club also tries to keep
aware of current trends in
education.
This was the first year for
the club. A few of the things they
did include: Inviting a
representative from the Oregon
Education Association to speak on
the opportunities available in the
field, and a Christmas party.
Both the president, Becky
Frantz, and the vice-president,
Shari McKee, were elementary
education majors. Also among the
officers was a secondary educatior
representative, Kerri Jo Jacobson.
Faculty member Beth LaForce
advised the club.
HOME
ECONOMICS
The Student Home Economic
Association (SHEA) is a branch of
the professional organization,
American Home Economics
Association. This affiliation offers
students the opportunity of
meeting professionals in their
field to keep students informed of
the new developments in home
economics.
One of the major activities
of SHEA is making up four care
packages a year for the students,
two each semester. In addition to
sending care packages, they held a
mid-February fashion show. They
also supplied catering to the fall
and spring faculty lectures.
The president of the
organization was Brenda Bains.
DRAMA
CLUB
Keith Karr, the unofficial head
of the Drama Club described their
first year as "unorganized" due in
part to the change in professors in
the department. Nevertheless, only
two months after school began, the
Drama Club set up a table and
raised money from concessions
at the production of the "Foreigner."
PSYCHOLOGY
CLUB
The Psychology Club was somewhat
inactive fall semester doing nothing more
than generally a few ideas for projests
as research, as well as holding a few
parties.
Their president was Stephanie
Celley; vice-president, Scott Bolsinger;
secretary, Christine McLucas; business
and marketing director, Nancy Fawver;
cultural events director, Geraldo Ibarra
and their faculty advisor, Mark McMinn.
MOVING
IMAGES
Moving Images Society was
formed by telecommunication and
communication majors to help
them to learn more about their
careers, the advancements taking
place in the telecomm field, and
job opportunities.
The society took a field trip
to KOIN TV to watch the news
broadcast behind the scenes.
Steve Radford served as
president of the club, Rich Seiber
as vice-president, and Barry
Lundy as secretary/treasurer.
Alan Hueth advised the club.

The third annual campus album
project has been considered by
all to be the most successful
project to date. Produced by
two time producer Dave Maurer
and founder Curtis Hadley, this
project stayed in the black for
the first time in its history.
No Turning Back was filled with
12 songs that bridged the span
from inspirational to rock,
instrumental jazz to R&B. Each
of the songs on the album were
written and composed by GFC
students.
Those Involved Included:
Dave Maurer, Curtis Hadley,
Kristin Carson, Jonathan
Wilson, Randy Comfort, Tina
Patterson, John Johnson,
George Myers, Erik Edmundson
NOTHING • BACK
Laura Smith auditions
her song.
Kristin Carson
auditions her tune.
i
Tina Patterson during her session. Erik Edmundson lights up the studio. Jeff Patterson sets up his drums.
Jonathan Wilson and crew relax after their session.
Mauri Macy makes dreams become
reality at Early Bird Recordings, where
the album is recorded.
KFOX Staff Included: Chris Baugh, Shaun Bridge, Carrie Brown,
Craig Burgess, Suzanne Burnett, Ever Camua, Ed Cates, Jeff Colter, Sue
Davis, Mark Douglas, Kelly Frantz, Nathan Grandle, Steven Grotjohn,
Jay Hadley, Marcia Hallmark, Don Hodgdon, Shelley Hook, Jeremy Huwe,
Julie Isaac, Jayson Jewell, David Kinard, Sheri LaFleur, Sally
Littlefield, Barry Lundy, Dave Maurer, Barbie McCuen, Steve Miller,
Kristine Meinecke, George Myers, Josh Naumann, Serene Nelson, Marc
Olson, Catherine O'Neil, Michele Rayner, Gayle Robertson, Jaynie Rupke,
Rich Seiber, Robyn Simpson, Carl Sorenson, Carrie Stevens, Jackie
Stone, Darin Sturdevant, Rich Swingle, Jon Umfleet, Kristin Varadi,
Leanne Waldal, Darin West, Marian Wines
f
The Album Of The Year.
There were more request for
Steve Taylor's newest release
I Predict: 1990 than for any
other album.
Some of the staff clown around.
Program Director, Dave Maurer, (L) & General
Business Manager, Rich Seiber (C), guided KFOX
through another exciting year of broadcasting.
Together with Jackie Stone (R), they made up the
KFOX Morning Crew.
J&KFOX
J2
\ An Eternity* Differ
The Station with an Eternity of Difference celebrated a
very successful year. The campus radio station was on
the air from 7am till Midnight Monday - Friday for the
entire school year. Approximately 50 people were able
to try their hand (and voices) at being a Disk Jockey.
The requests from the listening audience went up over
300 percent over previous years. Some of the high-
lights from this year included: The Steve Taylor Video
Party; The kidnapping of the KFOX Morning Crew; a new
window into the Student Union Building; the Spring Ex-
travaganza; and the best Contemporary Christian Mu-
sic in the country.
The Crescent celebrated its
100th anniversary this year,
two years befor the college will.
The first issue of the paper, then
called the Pacific Academician,
came out in 1888.
Polly Rose Meyer, a
reporter for the paper, said that
the Crescent is "gaining more
strength because of Jennifer's
(Cooke) devotion and the
reporters on it."
Meyer also said she feels
"it's limited in some ways to
what can go in it because it has
to do with the school. Jennifer's
done a good job of balancing,
taking into consideration that he
information has to do with the
school, but still bringing in
issures to the student body that
need to be said.
"I find it a very good school
newspaper."
Pictured: Melanie Springer,
Polly Meyers, Barbi McCuen,
JUlie Isaac, Jennifer Cooke,
Richard Swingle.
Dont let this picture of calm fool you,
dixie, Sue, and Kelly are only doing this
under duress.
Ken Marxhburn, 1st. semester Darkroom
Manager.
STAFFES & OTHER PEOPLES:
EPTOR-IN-CHIFF
Susan M. Davis_
LAYOUT EDITOR
Kelly Frantz
COPY EDITOR
Dixie Cochran
PHOTO EDITOR
Joshua Nauman
hritine Armstrong
Nancy Perisho
Kathy Thompson
Carrie Brown
Tammy Fowler
Chris Baugh
Dave Maurer
COPY
Kelly Frantz
Steve Grotgohn
Dana Hutcheson
KixieHuff
Nancy Edmunson
Tammy Fowler
Dave Maurer
Josh Nauman, 2nd. semester Darkroom Manager.
The L'flmi, under the firm comand
of Susan Daws, took off like a gall-
eon in the Spanish flrmada.
"Everything's all new!" said Dixie
Cochran, copy-editor and author of
this article.
Hew elements include: Dauis, Editor;
Cochran, Copy-Editor; Kelly Frant2,
Layout-Editor; Josh nauman, Dark-
room Editor, none of these haue work-
ed for the L'flmi before.
Daw's, howeuer, had previous ex-
perience as head slailiMm for the
Clatskanie High School, yearbook,
Tiper Times.
PHOTOGRAPHY
Chris Baugh
Kirsten Benson
Dhris DeVilleneuve
Eric Richey
ART
Dixie Cochran
Ever Camua
Chris Baugh

CHAPEL 87-88
Freshmen may not have noticed
the change in this year's chapels, but
the upperclassmen certainly did.
"This year's chapel seemed a
lot more applicable to my life. I
especially enjoyed the controversial
ones where we were allowed to voice
our opinions," said Kristin Varadi, a
resident assistant.
Topics this year included
AIDS, addictions, what Freud never
told you about sex, and lust.
"I was really impressed by the
speakers, especially Chuck
Mylander," Varadi said.
Also a change in chapel this
year was the amount of singing.
Nearly every day there was a period
of worship in song before the
speaker.
"f think so far it's better than
last term," said Lisa Bouder, new to
GFC this year.
Marci Sanders said she
enjoyed the chapels more than last
year, but "I'm an odd one. I'm a
senior and I still go to chapel." The fascinated "glaze" ofGFC students.
David at the mike.
'fir r
Nathan Grandle and Kristen Varadi
singing without the shower.

A (B A
Jennifer Cooke, Crescent Editor, leans back
after a thoroughly satisfying meal at Saga.
The big news in SAGA this
year is that there no longer is a
SAGA. Tired of students making
fun of their name, SAGA sold out to
Marriott, leaving mouths watering
in anticipation of a change for the
better.
Unfortunately, there wasn't
one.
The other attention-getter,
Students for Better Service, also
received a large round of apathy.
Valerie Whitaker, one of Marriott's
three student managers, summed
up the feelings toward the Students
in one phrase: "No comment."
The fine on throwing food
was raised this year to $25.
Whitaker said, "I haven't fined
anyone. I usually give everyone
one warning, and I haven't had to
warn anyone twice." She added
that that doesn't mean no one has
been fined, only that she hadn't
done it.
Becky Nauman, a resident
assistant, and Marriott gourmet
commented, "I don't have anything
intelligent to say at this point in
my life."
The SUB basement has expanded and improved under
the care of Dave Nolta, SUB Director. Things were clean- There were also new furniture and a big screen T.V. (not new)
ed up and the pool, foos, and ping pong tables repaired. that made a nice place to watch soaps and movies. It makes
The SUB became a place to gather, have fun and relax. a good place to meet people and have a good time.

Back: Pat Casey, Tim Jacobson, Eric Lautenbach, Eric Swanson, Dave Wilson, Tim White, Jeff Spurgeon Rich
Schlachter. Front: Steve Grant, Mike Mount, Jeff Richards, Dan Newman, Brent Petterson, Cliff Samodurov, Mark
Vernon.

LADY BRUIN
BASKETBALL
Tami Lewis and Gina Bridges in defense against
Warner Pacific.
Linda Fundrerhide is up for a jump shot agains
Warner Pacific,.
"The biggest thing we have
to overcome is our emotional
problem with losing," said
Debbie Hovde, a sophomore who
sat out her first year of
eligibility.
"We're supposed to be the
best team Craig's ever had, but
we've lost all our games so far.
"The tide's starting to turn
back, though."
Hovde named Gina Bridges,
Marianne Funderhide, and
Tammy Lewis as being the best
all-around players on the team.
Craig Taylor coached the
Lady Bruins basketball team.
The scores will not be
available for the yearbook this
Spring, due to the fact that all
the games have not been played.
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Linda Finderhide battles with Warner Pacific
player for court advantage.
TRACK AND FIELD. TRACK AND FIELD. TRACK AND FI
USUI
L ~
I 'km i
Scott Brown, Tim Conley,
Vance Godfrey, Tim Hagen,
Pat Hall, Aaron howard,
Aaron Irish, Jeremy Miller,
Larry Mock, David Mueller,
Tony Nagle, David Nickell,
Rich O'Neil, Joel Schmelter,
Randy Swigart, Rich Swingle,
Vanni Tilzey, Alyson Ayers,
Denise Carlson, Tiffani Coston,
Denise Fox, Kellli Lang,
Michelle Lang, Kristin Leperance,
Kristin Potts, Anglea Roden,
Marts Shields, Melanie Springer,
Kim Wigley, Danielle Wislon.
Randy Swigart and Pat Hall pace together
in practise.
Simon Says . . . ."Mimick the Coach."
"In high school, we were
taught to run for the coach. Here,
you run for yourself and for God,"
said Tiffani Coston, a freshman
sprinter and hurdler. "As long as
you don't sprain your ankle."
Wes Cook heads GFC's track
team. Tim Conley, also a sprinter,
says that "track is the ultimate in
athletic acheivement."
He added, "Track is very
exciting. You can always find
something to watch."
Some of the track team's
outstanding athletes included Rich
Swingle, Melanie Springer and
Kristin Potts, all of whom excelled
earlier in the season in cross
country.
Potts said "Our main
problem is we don't have much
depth. We only have one or two
people in each event. But we have
a lot of talent we can expand on and
develop."
The team was composed
mainly of freshmen and
sophomores, many of whom will be
back again next year to work on
that talent.

BALL
Hector Velez, last season's
MVP, returned at shortstop, to
back up an already strong baseball
team headed by Pat Casey and his
two assistants Ronny Northcut and
Paul Barry.
Other returnees include
Kevin Lucke, pitcher; Dave
McKinney, catcher; Phil Marchant,
third baseman and designated
hitter; and Jose Arias, outfielder.
Promising newcomers
include Miguel Rivera, second
baseman; Rod Jackson, pitcher;
Frank Wakayama, outfielder; and
Scott Curtis, catcher.
Lucke described his team as
being "really competive" despite
their weakness which he felt was a
lack of depth. He also said that
"fan support would be nice.
"If I lose to Western Baptist,
I quit."
Casey, the head coach,
played minor league ball for the
Portland Beavers in the Minnesota
Twins organization before coming
to George Fox.
Kevin Lucke warms up in practice with
some pitching.
You'ld think that practise was easy wouldn't you ?
Talk between coaches is essential in any sport.
Scott Curtis puts on his catchers' garb
for some practise.
Angel Soldevila, from Puerto Rico, warms
up with some running exercises.
Jose Arias bunts the ball or after hitting the
ball, or something.
Soft. . .
Craig Taylor coached the
Softball team, which featured such
stand-out players as Andrea
Marthaller, Dee Aarhus, and Shelly
Eyman.
Sarah Warrington, a
freshman infielder said she thought
Softball at GFC "is rewarding in
two ways, because not only do you
grow as a team, but you grow
together spiritually. You become
friends in Christ, not just friends
in sports."
Warrington said she thought
the major strength of the team was
that "we're all Christians."
Andrea goes for the heart, and left field. Bruin Softball team, known for teamwork
and sportsmanship. As well as hard work.
Uhessalonians 5:11
Therefore encourage
one another and build
each otherup, just as in
fact you are doing.
Probable Team for 1988 Girls Softball Did you catch the license plate of that truck?
Jeannie Bowers-infield
Dee Aarhus-pitcher
Shelly Eyman-infield
Tammy Jogsma-infield
Karen Gran-shortstop, 2nd base
Sarah Warrington-infield
Andrea Marthaller-3rd base
Kim Meche-outfield, pitcher
Jennifer Bearse-outfield
Jodi Lander-outfield
Linda Funderhide-outfield
Debbie Hovde-1st base
Heather Gurney-infield
Dawn Points-infield
Becky Cate-catcher, infield
Head Coach: Craig Taylor "SAFE"!!!
Assistant: Chris Davis
Head Trainer: Steve Curtis
GFC PLAYERS
GFC Players began their
year, not only with a change of
performers, but a change of
names as well as directors.
Formerly known as
Intermission, and under the
leadership of Darlene Graves;
now guided by Mel Schroeder.
"Well, considering I'm in
it, I love it," said David Kinard,
freshman. "It's a very effective
ministry."
Other members include
Erik Edmundson, Ken Redford,
Kim Rathburn, Rich Sieber,
Carrie Stephens, and Jackie
Stone.
Sieber said, "I think one of
the neatest things is it's helping
me with my own Christian
attitudes as well as improving
the Christian atmosphere for
others."
"Ditto," said Kinard.
GFC Players performed
many short dramatic pieces both
to children and to adults, often
with the musical aid of
Edmundson.
DRAMA
Music theatre's production
of "Camelot" ran three nights to
enthusiastic audiences in March.
The quality of the
production was due largely to
director Phil Nash, who
repeatedly told his cast and crew
that if the show wasn't good he
wouldn't open with it.
Dana Hutcheson, who
played the role of Guenevere,
said that "Phil can draw so much
out of people. I'm a music
major, not an actor. But he
drew acting out of me I didn't
think I had."
Carrie Stephens, a
member of the chorus, said that
"Mel (Schroeder) and Phil care
more about the people they're
working with than the
performance," an attitude which
produces what Hutcheson
referred to as a very
"professional show".
Dave Unis, Hutcheson and
Tim Eastman starred as the
three close friends caught in a
romantic triangle that destroys
not only themselves, but the
kingdom of Camelot.
Carrie Stevens in THE FOREIGNER.
i
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Carolyn Staples, Nurse-At-Large
Bookstore: Leonard Weinert, Betty Weinert, Joyce Cossel.
MORE STAFF
Instructional Media or A.V.: Bob and Maurine Gilmore.
The backs of the library staff. Okay everybody TALK.
Bill Jackson, Marriotts Manager, who was not
seen before but is now.
Here are the fronts of the library staff:
Joy Calkins;Carol Helm; Merrill Johnson;
Linda Lanbert; KarenOberst; Laurel Streiby;
Eva Wright. And Behind the scenes or
shadows photographer: Josh Nauman.
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HOOVER
PEOPLE
Registrar's: Hector Munn; Janet Lyda;
Janelle Claasen.
Student Life: Deb Lacey, Student's Dean; Bonnie Jerke;
Pat McGhehey.
Development in Woodman Barry Hubble; Vicki Timmons;
Thelisa Barkes; Janis Tornsey; Gene
Christian; Harold Ankeny; Janice Lefebvre,
Dave Adrien.
Admissions: Jeff Rickey; Shari Bowman; Jim Stickrod;
Linda Corlett; Chriss Gross; Shane Longstroth.
Honorable Mention: President, Ed Stevens
Financial Aid: Terry Bell, Bob Molzahn; Chris
Schlarbaum.
Switchboard: Helen Rose and Co. (company
includes a whole barrel of monk . .work study students.)
Business Offices: Sandy Ahrens; Wanda Beebe; Karon Bell;
Kathryn Eichenberaer; Don Millage; Barb
Mitchell; Carolee Norris; Virginia Pongratz.
Print Room: Carrie Brown
Mail Room: Sherrie Frost
Word Processing: Linda Judd
JAZZ BAND
BACK: David Van Tassel, Steve Riley, Joey Rourke, Dave
Maurer, Vergie Fuwell, Lisa Leslie, Alan Camidge.
FRONT: Dr. Bob, Carl Sorenson, Daron McVay.
NOT PICTURED: Tina Patterson, Lyle Crane, Steve Curtis,
John Johnson.
CONCERT BAND
Front: Tina Patterson, Steven Grotjohn, Barbie Mc-
Cuen, Diann Dodge, Michelle Lang, Kirsten Benson.
2nd Row: Nancy Perisho, Bob Lauinger, Karen Schuck,
Shawn McConaughay, Lyle Crane, Daron McVay. 3rd
Row: Wayne Hurty, Dave Maurer, Jeff Patterson, Aaron
Irish, Vergie Fuhwell, Joey Rourke, Dr. Hagan, Doug Riley,
Allen Stanley, Steve Favwer, Alan Camidge. Not Pictured:
Kim Rathburn, Greg Morrell, Charlene Hara, Chris Townley,
Lee Owings, Carl Sorenson.
GFC
SINGERS
TOO
NUMEROUS
TO
NAME.

jS4«<Xci)tLife
What follows on the next 6 pages is
a collection of "our" student life. These
are in no particular order of euents or im-
portance. Diem and enjoy
LIFE OF CAIWUS!
Buildings are coming down and going
up, somethings is always "Under Con-
struction" around here.
•''Ait"
During our extended summer, Tilikum got some business during the
All-Campus picnic and as we con see, fun was the object of the day.
People running out of doors with kniues
was not a common occurrence, despite
what you may think.

Jim Kundert and Robert Tuning discussing the fine
merits of George Fox College.
ft
Tiffany Thompson and Craig Simcox play Last
Card in the doorway of the "Dauis, Raab, Tho-
mpson Social Club." Open 53 hours a week.
A little Intramural football on a Saturday morning to set
the human constitution at ease, if not pain.
Two beautiful RA's, Catherine O'Heil and Becky
Hauman, from Edwards 1 6t 2 show the world what
good dentistry can do for you.
ZTYAENT AIOE
(STUDENT LIFE)
The euer faithful work -study student hard
at work, keeping the campus free of leaues.
mERRY KI55-THE-m005E?
During a lapse in this years Lip Sync, former Penn 1
women reunite for a heart touching "Leon On me",
their *1 Lip Sync hit.
QUESTIOH: Could Euan mackie possibly be as
angelic as he looks?
AnSLUER: Onlu heauen knows.


flduertisement
AFTERNOON DELIGHTS
SERVED 2 PM - 5 PM
Cheese Cake $1.25
Assorted flavors
Chocolate Cake
Our own Home Made
2 Cookies and Small Milk
Muffin and Coffee
$1.00
$1.25
.95
BED TIME SNACKS
SERVED 7 PM - 10 PM
Pie and Coffee Deal
Choice of selected pies
Chips and Salsa Snack
Limit 2 refills on chips
Micro Burger and Small Pop
Just a chip off the ole cow
$1.45
$1.25
$1.25
$1.25
HELLO, I AIT1 TOUR EDITOR. OR AT LEAST I WAS. THIS YEARBOOK IS DOflE AFID
COmPLETED AFID I AfTI SOOOOO GLAD. FIRST OF ALL, mY HAITIE IS SUSAH DAUIS
ADD I AITl A SOPHOmORE. THIS YEARBOOK, WIDER COnSTlZUCTIOH, HAS BEEFI ONE OF
THE mOST TRY1FIG THINGS I HADE EUER DOF1E. THE PROBLEI71S, AT TIIT1ES, SEEmED TO
OUT-WEIGH THE GOOD TIITIES. I EUEF1 THOUGHT OF mURDER AF1D/OR SUICIDE AT TIIT1ES,
LUCKILY I HAD PEOPLE THERE WHO LOUED mE AFID SUPPORTED mE.
I Am PROUD OF THIS YEARBOOK AFID I LUOULD LIKE ALL OF YOU TO BE. THERE
miGHT BE PARTS YOU DIDFl'T LIKE AFID I DOlTT BLAIT1E YOU. LACK OF COOPERATION
AFID PEOPLE AUAILABILITY WAS PART OF THIS PROBLEIT1. I Am HOT mAKIFIG EXCUSES,
BUT I Am GIUII1G YOU A REASOFI FOR AF1Y inCOnSISTEHCIES.
A LOT OF @©OP PEOPLE HELPED WITH IT AFID SOFTIE OF THOSE LUHO HELPED
DIDFl'T LUORK PER SAY, BUT WERE THERE FOR mE. I WOULD LIKE TO GIUE SPECIAL
RECOGFIITIOFl TO KRISTIF1E mEIIIECKE, DAUE mAURER. IOSH FlAUmAFl. CARRIE BROWFI.
KATHY THOmPSOH. DADE KIHARD. RICH SEIBER. AFID mY ROOmmATES. PLUS mAHY
PEOPLE THAT I CAFI HOT FlAmE.
THAF1K YOU, EUERYOFIE, FOR HELPIFlGj THROUGH IHPUT, HARD WORK, ADUISE,
SUPPORT, AFID FRIEF1DSHIP.
BAUMAN AUDITORIUM
BUILT: 1982-1983
